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Abstract
Currently, synchronous digital circuits (SDC) may require certain design conditions, such as power consumption, robustness, performance, etc. These design conditions are more difficult to satisfy when SDC are implemented in VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration) technology and in the deep-sub-micron MOS (DSM-MOS) technology. The asynchronous design style has properties that serve as an alternative to design DSM-MOS technology circuits and it can satisfy these design conditions. Quasi Delay-Insensitive (QDI) circuits is a class of asynchronous circuits, they have properties where the DSM-MOS technology design is applied, because they are robust to noise, temperature and voltage variations, as well as low electromagnetic emissions, and they are tolerant to certain faults. An interesting style of QDI combinational circuits are NCL (NULL Convention Logic) circuits, because they accept conventional Boolean functions and it can achieve a better optimization. This paper presents an approach and an architecture based in basic gates for the synthesis of NCL gates, therefore its implementation uses only standard libraries and Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). The proposed QDI combinational circuits are implemented in the approach that uses only NCL gates.
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1. Introduction

This paper is an extension of work originally presented in 2017 IEEE XXIV International Conference on Electronics, Electrical Engineering and Computing (INTERCON) [1].

Synchronous digital circuits are quite popular and conventionally use a global clock to synchronize their operations. The reason for this popularity is the simplicity of the design. There is also an abundant offer of commercial EDA (Electronic Design Automation) tools for their automatic synthesis. Synchronous circuits have been implemented in deep-sub-micron MOS (DSM-MOS) technology, but global clock signal leads to different problems of synchronous design, such as: a) less tolerance to noise and electromagnetic interaction which increase due to high clock frequency; b) distributing of clock signal is increasingly difficult; c) rise in the delay time variation (Tp-MAX, Tp-MIN) in a gate or wire results in loss of performance, because clock must be adjusted to the maximum delay; d) intensification of drivers amount in the clock signal, consuming a significant part of total energy; e) aggravation of the clock skew; and f) significant delay in wires causes an increase in time analysis complexity [2].

The asynchronous paradigm is a promising alternative to digital design because it eliminates problems related to clock signal and also it increases the robustness of circuits. These circuits operate by events, so there is no overall signal to synchronize operations. Synchronization in asynchronous circuits is performed by protocols of type handshake. In the asynchronous paradigm, there are different classes of asynchronous circuits [3]. The class is defined by its delay model in which the circuit operates correctly and by its operation mode in which it describes how communication works with the environment [4]. The delay models can be classified, such as: a) Bounded Gate and Wire delay which is similar to the synchronous paradigm [2]; and b) Unbounded Gate and Wire Delay (UGWD). In the UGWD model, the delays of gates and wires can be undefined (any delay value), but finite. In this class, we have the delay-insensitive (DI) circuits that are free of timing analysis. Martin [5,6] shows that DI circuits are very restricted. They can only be synthesized using C elements and inverting gates. Two less restricted variants of the UGWD model ¹ Duarte Lopes de Oliveira, Email: duarte@ita.br
are: b1) speed-independent (SI) circuits that obey the model in which it has as restriction the delay in wires equal to zero, i.e., the unbounded gate delay and zero wire delay model [3]; and b2) quasi delay-insensitive (QDI) circuits, they have as a constraint the delays in wires when they form a fork, i.e., wires with fan-out > 1 must have approximately equal delays [4,6], so QDI circuits obey the UGWD model and isochronous fork constraint. The interaction of these circuits, for example, DI, SI, QDI with the environment is performed in the I/O_M mode [3, 4, 6]. In I/O_M mode, any change in the output signal can immediately activate a change in the input signal.

For DSM-MOS technology, the asynchronous circuits that best meet the requirements of digital design are the QDI circuits [7]. The QDI circuits have important properties, such as: a) potential to have better latency time, because it works with real delays and not with maximum delays; b) greater robustness to PVT (variations of Process, supply Voltage and Temperature); c) greater robustness to interaction with environment and Stuck-at faults (class of faults tested easily); d) it allows high reuse, because they are highly modular, so they can be used as intellectual property - IP [8]; e) better performance in design of security systems (e.g., encryption) [9]; and f) highly simplified timing analysis.

In QDI combinational circuits (QDI_CC), the data are represented by DI codes of type m-of-n and the most usual processing is the "4-phase" protocol. Several styles were proposed for the synthesis of QDI_CC [10-31]. Firstly, we quote the Minterm Insensitive Delay Synthesis (DIMS) [12] which is quite popular because of its simplicity, but it has a large overhead in area. In DIMS functions, products are implemented with C-elements. Figure 1a shows the operations table of C-element, Figure 1b and 1c show implementations as semi-static CMOS and basic gates, respectively. Another style is the NULL Convention Logic (NCL) proposed by Kant et al. [13]. The NCL style is based on a set of 27 complex gates implemented at the CMOS transistor level [14, 15]. The method for designing QDI_CC based on NCL gates departs from conventional minimized Boolean functions that are transformed into dual-rail Boolean functions and them, the technological mapping is performed using an NCL gates library [16]. The QDI_CC style based on NCL gates has the difficulty of implementing NCL gates in programmable devices, such as Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGAs) [21, 22], while for Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) it is used standards libraries.

The operating table of NCL gates, not considering the weights, is shown in Figure 2a. The symbol for an THmn NCL gate is shown in Figure 2b, where n is the input number and m represents the minimum number of inputs that are activated with value one, so that the output is activated with value one. For output to be enabled at zero, all n inputs must be enabled at zero. For illustration, the TH23 NCL gate shown in Figure 3 has been implemented in static CMOS technology. In [17-20] three basic gates architectures that implement NCL threshold gates have been proposed for applications that involve standard-cell VLSI or FPGA platforms. In order to operate correctly, these architectures must obey the fundamental mode (FM), therefore they are not QDI.

The interaction with the environment proposes that in the FM mode, "for a new activation of some input signal, the circuit must be stabilized in a stable state, therefore without any electrical activity" [1]. The C-element implemented with basic gates, as shown in Figure 1c, is not QDI because when Q goes from 0 to 1, the circuit must satisfy the fundamental mode to change the inputs again. The QDI_CC design styles of [11, 26-31] are based on basic gates, but they use additional circuits to detect the indicatability which is the requirement to be free of timing analysis.

Figure 2. THmn NCL gates: a) table of operations; b) symbol.

To implement THmn NCL gates, this paper proposes a new architecture based on basic gates (see Figure 4). The resulting NCL gates operate in I/O_M mode, therefore they are QDI. Because the NCL gates library is synthesized with only basic gates, then these NCL gates can be easily mapped to platforms of type FPGA or type standard-cell VLSI. This paper also proposes an approach that synthesizes Boolean QDI functions with strong indication using only proposed NCL gates.
2. Synthesis of NCL Gates: Overview

In order to implement NCL gates, different architectures were proposed at the transistor level [14, 15]. We can also cite architectures that use basic gates, such as proposals [1, 17]. The architecture of [17] is based on Huffman’s machine, and the architecture of [1] uses RS latches, which is a semi-static CMOS version of [15].

2.1. Synthesizing Huffman machines as NCL gates

The implemented THmn NCL gates in the Huffman machine architecture [17-20] (see Figure 5) can be synthesized by the Huffman method [3]. We chose the NCL TH23 gate to illustrate method and architecture. The first step of design procedure started with the generation of operations table from the Z function of TH23 NCL gate, as shown in Figure 6a, its function being \( Z = AB + AC + BC \). In the second step, the operations table is represented in the Karnaugh map. In final step, it is realized conventional logic minimization, extracting next-state equations \( Z(t+1) \), shown in Figure 6b. The final \( Z(t+1) \) equation was extracted by an algebraic manipulation. The logic circuit of TH23 gate is shown in Figure 7.

2.2. Synthesizing standard RS as NCL gate

The synthesis of NCL THmn gates in standard RS architecture based on [15] (see Figure 8) extracts the \( F_{SET} \) and \( F_{RESET} \) functions as shown in [3]. For NCL gate THmn the \( F_{SET} \) function is the \( Z \) function itself, but using its complemented products. The \( F_{RESET} \) function can be described by an OR gate of fan-in=n, which detects when the n input signals are set to zero. The TH23 gate will be used to illustrate method and architecture. Since the \( Z \) function of TH23 gate is \( AB + AC + BC \), then the \( F_{SET} \) function is \( \{(AB)', (BC)', (BC)\} \). Figure 9b shows the \( F_{SET} \) function extraction, starting from the operations table and Myers’ [3] method, as well as the extraction of \( F_{RESET} \) function. The logic circuit of TH23 gate is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 4. Proposed architecture for THmn NCL gates.

Figure 5. Architecture in the FM for NCL gates of [17-20].

Figure 6. Synthesis of TH23 gate in architecture of [17-20]: a) Operations table; b) Next-state equation.

Figure 7. FM architecture of [17-20]: netlist of TH23 gate.

Figure 8. Standard RS architecture in the FM for NCL gates.
2.3. Synthesizing modified RS as NCL gates

The implementation of THmm NCL gates in modified RS architecture was proposed in [1] (see Figure. 11). It follows conventional extraction of the $F_{	ext{SET}}$ and $F_{	ext{RESET}}$ functions as shown in section 2.2, but products of $F_{	ext{SET}}$ are not complemented. To illustrate the method and architecture, it is used the same TH23 gate. Equation 1 describes the architecture of [1] that is composed by the $F_{\text{NCL-SET}}$ and $F_{\text{NCL-RESET}}$ equations. Equations 2 and 3 are extracted using the same procedure described in Figure. 9, where $F_{\text{NCL-RESET}}$ is complemented. Finally, equation 4 is obtained from equations 2 and 3, which is the next-state equation of the TH23 gate. Figure 12 shows the logic circuit of TH23 gate in this architecture.

3. QDI Boolean Function: Concepts

Boolean functions for QDI are called function blocks (QDI_FB) and they are synthesized in DI codes. There are different DI codes and in this paper, we adopted the dual-rail coding [32]. The QDI_FB circuits that will be synthesized operate according to the 4-phases handshake protocol [4]. In the dual-rail code, each variable is encoded with two bits. For the variable A, we have A1A0=00 (null - space), A1A0=01 (data 0), A1A0=10 (data 1) and A1A0=11 (never occurs). The DI codes generate the operation completion signal without need of a delay element and with a relatively simple circuit.

3.1. Boolean function: QDI condition

The delay-insensitive (DI) combinational circuits are subject to hazard. Hazardous circuit means that there is a potential for glitches to occur, so it may lead to malfunctioning. The hazard manifests in DI circuits through gate orphan and wire orphan, i.e., a circuit is DI if it is free of gate orphan and wire orphan.

Definition 1 - Gate orphan: Being a function block called FB; it has a gate orphan if a sequence of signal transitions across a path of one or more gates is not recognized by a transition signal on any primary output.

Definition 2 - Wire orphan: Being a function block called FB; it has a wire orphan if the signal transition on a line is not recognized by a transition signal on any primary output.

Since QDI combinational circuits satisfy the isochronic fork assumption then these are free of wire orphan, so the combinational circuit is QDI if it is free of gate orphan. Figure 13a shows a circuit where input signal transition acts on gates 1 and 2, but it is not recognized by the output signal related to gate 2, so we have a wire orphan. Figure 13b shows the transition of two input signals that activate the OR gate, but it is not recognized by the
output signal related to gate 3, so there is a gate orphan, which means that the circuit is not QDI.

3.2. QDI Boolean function: interaction with environment

A function block for a QDI circuit is required to indicate when its cycles of operations NULL and Valid Data are completed. Hence, by observing the function block outputs, the environment must be able to determine when all input and internal signals have settled. This behavior is shown by a property called indicatability [30, 31]: the signal transition \( a \) is indicated by \( b \) since the occurrence of \( b \) indicates that \( a \) has already occurred. We say that \( a \) circuit is indicating if it possesses the indicatability property [30, 31]. The indicatability property ensures that no circuitry outruns a signal which changes slowly. Furthermore, the presence of hazards in an indicating circuit is excluded [30, 31].

The indicatability property tells you how robust the circuit is in aspect of timing analysis and freedom of orphan. Figure 14 shows the three types of interaction where strong indication is the most robust and, early indication (output) is the least robust. Strong indication means that the output signal transitions will only occur when all input signals are NULL (space processing) or all input signals are valid (data processing). Weak indication means that some transition of the output signal may occur without all input signals being NULL or valid, but for the last transition of the output signal, all input signals are NULL or valid. Early indication means that for all transition of output signals be NULL or valid, the input signals are not necessarily NULL or valid.

If the function block does not indicate inputs on the outputs, it is necessary to add circuitry to ensure correct QDI operation. The inputs are indicated through circuitry with a single Boolean output, whose only purpose is to indicate transitions on the input variables. This circuit is called a status detector. The output from status detector together to the output from function block is used by the environment to ensure correct QDI operation [30, 31].

3.3. Timing analysis

The basic assumption behind QDI circuits is that gates and wires have unbounded unknown delays; the only timing assumption permitted is the isochronic fork – whenever a wire forks to two destinations or more, delays on the forks are approximately equal [3, 4]. In contrast, our approach assumes that the delay of gates and wires are bounded by given time intervals:

\[
(T_{\text{MIN},G}, T_{\text{MAX},G}) \text{ for a gate and } (T_{\text{MIN},W}, T_{\text{MAX},W}) \text{ for a wire, these intervals represent the lower- and upper-bound delays for propagating an input change to the output in a gate. These delays can either be obtained from standard-cell library characterizations or they can represent the theoretical limits of parametric variation. For simplicity, we despised the delays in wires and we will analyze the three architectures presented in Figures 5, 8 and 11.}

I. NCL gates as Huffman machine

By making a timing analysis of the circuit of Figure 7, we have the inequality 5 that reports QDI constraint of the circuit. Analyzing (5), \( T_p \) is the propagation time of a gate, and it can be anywhere in range \( \{\text{minimum, maximum}\} \). If the inequality is not satisfied, we will have glitches in output which occur in reason of the fundamental mode violation. As an example, assuming that A and B go from 0→1 and C=0, Z goes from 0→1 and immediately, A goes from 1→0, So Z can vary 1→0→1→0 if (5) is not satisfied. This case shows clearly that to the TH23 gate to operate correctly it must obey to the fundamental mode, so it is not QDI.

\[
2T_{\text{MIN,AND1}} + T_{\text{MIN,OR4}} > T_{\text{MAX,OR2}} + T_{\text{MAX,AND3}} \tag{5}
\]

II. NCL gates as standard RS

The inequality 6 shows QDI constraint of Figure. 10 circuit. By analyzing (6), we can have glitches if the inequality is not satisfied. As shown in the architecture of Figure. 5, glitch in the output occurs because of fundamental mode violation, so the TH23 gate is not QDI.

\[
2T_{\text{MIN,NAND1}} + T_{\text{MIN,NAND4}} > T_{\text{MAX,OR2}} + T_{\text{MAX,NAND3}} \tag{6}
\]

III. NCL gates as modified RS

The inequality 7 shows QDI constraint of Figure. 12 circuit. By analyzing (7), we can have glitches if the inequality is not satisfied, for the processing of valid data \( \rightarrow \) null data \( \rightarrow \) valid data. As shown in the architecture of Figure. 8, the glitch in the output...
occurs because of fundamental mode violation, so the TH23 gate is not QDI.

\[ 2\times T_{\text{MIN}} + T_{\text{MIN-AND}} + T_{\text{MAX-AND}} + T_{\text{MAX-OR}} \] \hspace{1cm} (7)

4. Synthesis of QDI NCL Gates: Proposed

The design of NCL THmn gates, in case TH23, THand0, TH24comp and TH34w3, will illustrate the approach in the proposed architecture of Figure 4. For THand0 gate, the function is \( Z = AB + BC + AD \) while for TH24comp gate, the function is \( Z = AC + AD + BC + BD \). For TH34w3 gate, the function is \( Z = A + BCD \).

4.1. Synthesis of NCL gates

The implementation of proposed THmn NCL gates follows the conventional extraction of \( F_{\text{SET}} \) and \( F_{\text{RESET}} \) functions, as shown in section B. \( F_{\text{SET}} \) function is the NCL gate function itself. \( F_{\text{RESET}} \) function is the detection of \( n \) signals going to zero, therefore being an OR gate with fan-in equaling to \( n \). Figure 15 shows the logic circuit of NCL TH23 gate where \( F_{\text{SET}} = AB + AC + BC \) and \( F_{\text{RESET}} = A + B + C \). Figures 16, 17 and 18 show the THand0, TH24comp and TH34w3 gates in the proposed architecture, respectively.

4.2. Timing analysis of proposed NCL gates

Performing the timing analysis in Figure 15 circuit, we have that assuming A and B going from 0→1 and C=0, the AND1AB gate goes 0→1, OR3 gate goes 0→1 and NOR4 gate goes 1→0; concurrently the OR2 gate goes 0→1, then AND5 gate goes 0→1 and NOR7 gate 1→0 which the Z output goes 0→1. Immediately, A and B goes from 1→0, so AND1AB goes 1→0, OR3 gate goes 1→0; concurrently OR2 gate goes 1→0 and NOR4 gate goes 0→1 which Z output goes 1→0. For the AND5 gate being QDI, it may be in processing, i.e., still with the value of 1 and consequently, the gate NOR7 with a value of 0, which means that inputs cannot be activated immediately (I/O_M mode). This situation can be measured as shown by inequality 8.

By analyzing (8), we can have glitches if the inequality is not satisfied, for Figure. 15 circuit. Since the condition of inequality 8 is robust, i.e., five terms with minimum delay against two maximum delay terms, we can say that it satisfies any DSM-CMOS technology, even if operating at subthreshold voltage, therefore we can accept this gate operating in I/O_M mode as being QDI.

\[ 2\times T_{\text{MIN-AND}} + T_{\text{MIN-NOR}} + T_{\text{MIN-AND}} + T_{\text{MIN-NOR}} > T_{\text{MAX-AND}} + T_{\text{MAX-NOR}} \] \hspace{1cm} (8)

4.3. Dual-rail NCL Gates

A minimized two-level F function to be implemented as QDI is initially decomposed in basic gates only of fan-in = 2. The basic gates that can be used are: NOT, AND2, OR2, XOR, XNOR, NAND2, NOR2 and A04. The seven gates of fan-in = 2 are extended to dual-rail. The dual-rail NOT gate is simply two swapped wires. Each dual-rail basic gate is implemented as NCL gate generating a library of seven dual-rail NCL gates.

The expansion uses the dual-rail code where each signal is encoded in two wires. Figure 19a shows the dual-rail code table for signal a(a1, a0). For a1a0 = 00, it is NULL, which means absence of data; for a1a0 = 01 and a1a0 = 10 mean values 0 and 1, respectively. Figure 19b shows the symbol of dual-rail AND4 gate that is implemented from NCL gates knowing that the function \( F_{\text{AND}} = ab \) and the inverse function is \( F_{\text{AND}} = a'b' + a'b + ab' \).

Generating the dual-rail expansion, we have: from \( F_{\text{AND2}} \), we obtain \( F_{\text{AND2}} = a'b \) and from the inverter \( F_{\text{AND}} \), we obtain \( F_{\text{AND2}} = a'b \). The \( F_{\text{AND2}} \) function is mapped to the NCL TH22 gate and the \( F_{\text{AND2}} \) function is mapped to NCL
THand0 gate. Figure 19c shows the generated THDR-AND2 gate. Using the same procedure, we can build other THDR-X gates. Figures 20, 21 and 22 show the gates THDR-OR2, THDR-XOR and THDR-AOI4, respectively.

**Theorem 1.** Let the dual-rail NCL gates (THDR-X) synthesized in the proposed approach in section C and implemented in architecture shown in Figure 4. These circuits interact with strong indication.

**Proof:** Assume all input and output signals are initially in NULL state, since the two functions that make up the THDR-X gate are canonical, then during valid data cycles, every implicant when activated, all input signals acting on the THDR-X must be valid. Since the two TH-X gates contain the reset functions and form the THDR-X gate, then during the NULL cycles all signals that act on the THDR-X gate must go to NULL, therefore the circuit operates with strong indication.

### 4.4. Proposed Approach for NCL Circuits synthesis

The method starts from a minimized two-level function $F_{IT}$ (independent of technology) and it follows three steps:

1. **Performance of the conventional technology mapping of the $F_{IT}$ function using only a basic gates library:** The mapping is performed, for example, by the SIS [22] tool in the target library [NOT, AND2, OR2, XOR, XNOR, NAND2, NOR2 and AOI4] and to obtain the $F_{DT}$ function (technology dependent).

2. **Performance of the dual-rail extension of each gate of the $F_{DT}$ function obtaining the $F_{DT}$-dual-rail.**

3. **Performance of the trivial mapping of the $F_{DT}$-dual-rail using a target library of seven dual-rail NCL gates.**

To illustrate the approach, we have the minimized function $F(A, B, C, D) = A \cdot B + CD$ mapped to a conventional library. The approach performs a mapping that generates for each term of the $F$ function a dual-rail NCL gate and it ends with the NCL dual-rail OR gate. Figure 23 shows mapping to the NCL function and Figure 24 shows mapping of the NCL function to dual-rail NCL. Figure 25 shows implementations in proposed architecture of the NCL gates THxor0, THand0 and TH22, used in the function mapping.

Figure 19. Dual-rail AND Gate: a) Symbol; b) NCL implementation.

![Figure 19](image19.png)

Figure 20. Dual-rail OR gate: a) Symbol; b) NCL implementation.

![Figure 20](image20.png)

Figure 21. Dual-rail XOR gate: a) Symbol; b) NCL implementation.

![Figure 21](image21.png)

Figure 22. Dual-rail AOI gate: a) Symbol; b) NCL implementation.

![Figure 22](image22.png)

Figure 23. Proposed approach: mapping of NCL gates of F function.

![Figure 23](image23.png)

Figure 24. Dual-rail F function: NCL gates.

![Figure 24](image24.png)
Theorem 2. Let a dual-rail minimized two-level F function synthesized in the proposed approach of section D with NCL gates THDRn of section C. This circuit is QDI with constraint of inequality 8 and it interacts with strong indication.

Proof: Assume all the input and output signals of the dual-rail F function are initially in NULL state. The dual-rail F function is free of wire orphan due to isochronic fork assumption. During valid data cycles, the dual-rail F function is free of gate orphan, because of each term of F being associated with a THDR-X gate and there is freedom of gate orphan, with the constraint of inequality 8. As each THDR-X gate operates with strong indication, then the dual-rail function F operates with strong indication, because all terms of the dual-rail F function are activated, either true or false, so all input signals must be valid . For the NULL cycles, the analysis is analogous.

Figure 25. Proposed architectures: a) THxor0 gate; b) TH22 gate.

5. Case Study

In this section we illustrate an approach for the synthesis of NCL circuits. We use an example found in [33] that is a one-bit ALU (Arithmetic Logic Unit) which can be generalized to N bits by using the concept of carry propagation. The ALU is based on the 8-bit ALU of 74181 TTL integrated circuit. Figure 26 shows the table operations with 12 operations being partitioned into three blocks (selection signals M and C0). Figure 27 shows the first step of the approach that is conventional technology mapping generating the multi-level one-bit ALU. The second step transforms the basic gates (single-rail) into dual-rail gates, as shown in Figure 28. The obtained ALU circuit is implemented with XOR, AND2 and OR2 dual-rail gates. The third step performs the trivial mapping of each dual-rail gate into dual-rail NCL gates (THDR-X), as shown in Figure 24, thereby generating the final NCL circuit, as shown in Figure 29.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M=1</th>
<th>M=0</th>
<th>Selection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C0=0</td>
<td>C0=1</td>
<td>C0=X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>A plus 1</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>A plus 1</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A plus B</td>
<td>A plus B plus 1</td>
<td>A⊗B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A plus B</td>
<td>A plus B plus 1</td>
<td>A⊗B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 26. Table of Operations of the ALU presented in [33]

6. Simulation and Results

The design of six benchmarks in two different architectures, in case NCL_D [25], and proposal were synthesized. We also design three NCL gates in four different architectures. These designs were made in structural VHDL, compiled and simulated post-layout in ALTERA tool, Quartus II software, version 9.0, Cyclone III family, in EP3C16F484C6 [34] device.

6.1. Simulations

The simulation post-layout of TH23 NCL gate is shown in Figure 30. Different operations were tested and the waveforms of Figure 30 show its correctness, following the ones shown in operation table of Figure 6a.

![Figure 27. Logic Circuit: Multi-level 1-bit ALU [33].](image-url)

![Figure 28. Dual-rail ALU: 1-bit Basic cell.](image-url)

![Figure 29. NCL ALU: 1-bit Basic cell.](image-url)
Figure 31 shows the simulation of NCL ALU. The waveforms show correct results for different tested operations, following the ones shown in operation table of Figure 26. Figure 31 also shows that there are no glitches in the output signal, when compared with the conventional ALU that shows some glitches. The sequence of operations follows the 4-phase handshake protocol, therefore in the timing diagram when all the signals are zero means data absence.

Figure 30. Post-layout simulation: TH23 gate.

Figure 31. Post-layout simulation: 1 bit ALU.

6.2. Results

Table I shows the results obtained for: area, where only LUTs were used; dynamic power; and latency. Table I is related to the implementation in four architectures of the NCL gate TH23. Analyzing the results of Table I, we have: comparing area in number of LUTs, the proposed architecture, although requiring two LUTs, shows a greater robustness to operate in I/O mode. The proposed architecture obtained an average reduction of 18.6% in latency time when compared with the other three architectures; also obtained an average reduction of 74.0% in dynamic power consumption.

Table II shows the results of six QDI examples design which are: AND of fan-in = 4; detector of prime numbers of 4 bits; detector of odd numbers of 4 bits; full adder of 1 bit; multiplier of 2 bits; ALU of 1 bit of [21]. These examples were synthesized in the NCL_D [25] approach using DIMS components [12] and in the proposed architecture of Figure 4 being both architectures of the type strong indication. The results of six examples in Table II are: number of LUTs; latency time; and the dynamic and static power. Analyzing Table II and comparing the proposal with and NCL_D, we have an average reduction of 13.6% in area (number of LUTs) and 13.7% in static power. There was an average penalty of 4.6% and 32.5% in latency time and dynamic power, respectively.

Table 1. Results of th23 ncl gate in different architectures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gate TH23</th>
<th>Time of Latency</th>
<th>Dynamic Power</th>
<th>Number of LUTs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Figure 7</td>
<td>5.20ns</td>
<td>0.34mw</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 10</td>
<td>7.67ns</td>
<td>0.29mw</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 12</td>
<td>5.12ns</td>
<td>0.18mw</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 15</td>
<td>4.91ns</td>
<td>0.07mw</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Results of the six examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NCL_D architecture</th>
<th>Proposed architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nro. LUTs</td>
<td>Latency Time (ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nro. LUTs</td>
<td>Latency Time (ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND4</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODD_4</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRIME_4</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDER_1 full</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALU_1</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULT_2</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Conclusions

When comparing the implementation of TH23 NCL gate stated in Table I, our approach clearly shows advantages in terms of latency and power consumption, despite the penalty in area. Therefore, when designs are bounded by achieving the best performance or lower power consumption our approach is advantageous, but for designs bounded by area constraints it is not the best option. Regarding Table II, when it comes to a complete QDI circuit our approach is superior in terms of area.

As a way to increase robustness to FM violation in the NCL gates architectures based in basic gates, it is possible to insert delay elements in paths that are sensitive to FM mode. This strategy though, has three problems: a) delay elements are not easy to add in FPGAs; b) delay elements degrade the reliability and testability of circuits; c) insertion of delay elements tends to decrease performance and increase power consumption. Thus our approach is more robust because delay elements are not needed.

Due to many different applications requiring robust digital systems in the processing or in data security, an interesting solution shows to be robust components using in their synthesis. In this paper, we present an approach and architecture to synthesize NCL gates on platforms FPGA and standard-cell VLSI. The proposed architecture based on basic gates implements NCL gates that operate in I/O_M mode and they are QDI with restriction of inequality 8 while other architectures based in basic gates generate NCL gates that operate in FM mode, so they are not QDI. Comparing with other approaches [27-31] which need of an additional signal to satisfy the property of indicatability, our approach does not insert any signal. The proposed NCL gates presents other interesting properties such as high robustness to
variations in temperature and to supply voltage, which occurs very often in hostile environments such as in space and in certain areas of military combat. For further works, it is desirable to test the proposed NCL gates considering radiation effects of SEU (Single-Event Upset) in FPGA platform [35, 36].
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